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Subject: Missing Adult – Dale Jensen 
 
Back on March 26, 2008, Russ Jensen dropped his 51 year old son off at The Grove Club for two 
scheduled AA meetings.  Dale Jensen has not been seen since his attendance at the first of those 
two meetings over a month and a half ago. 
 
Dale is described as being a White Male standing about 5'10" weighing 160# with Brown Hair 
and Blue Eyes.   
 
According to Dales' sister Dawn, he suffered extremely serious injuries in a motorcycle accident 
over twenty years ago and "hasn't been the same since".  Dawn is his legal guardian and says that 
he has not accessed any of the monies that she monitors on his behalf.  Since he does not drive, 
neither Dawn nor Dales' father Russ have any idea how he is getting around, or where he might 
be. 
 
According to Dawn, his bicycle is still in the garage at home, and without a source of money, 
they do not know how or where he could be.  Dale gets "disoriented real quick" and that causes 
Dawn and Russ some concern, since he could very easily get turned around, and walk out of the 
Racine community into Kenosha or Milwaukee and not realize where he is at. 
 
Though the weather has begun to turn mild, it is still possible that Dale could suffer illness or 
injury that may require the assistance of others. 
 
I have included a photo of Dale Jensen should you be able to broadcast it. 
 
Dawn and Russ are asking for anyone that knows the whereabouts of Dale Jensen, or anyone that 
has seen him in the last month or so, to call the Racine Police Department Investigations Unit at 
635-7756 or Crimestoppers at 636-9330. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All media inquiries regarding this situation should be directed to my attention at (262) 
635-7772. 
  
Sergeant Bernard Kupper  
Public Information Officer 
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